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Overview
• Motivation
• Episodic Memories in Robotics

• Generic Ontology Design Patterns
• Consistent Modelling:  Structuring, Re-use, Semantic Constraints
• Ontology Engineering: Generic DOL with Hets

• Episode: Sequence of Transitions between Scenes
• Constraints on Transitions, Successful Episodes

• Safe Data Population, Scaling
• Generation of Data + Axioms, Data Integrity Constraints

• Conclusion
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Ontology and Domain Experts, End-Users
• Ontology Experts 
• Little Domain Knowledge, Rare ⇒ Ontology Expertise

• Domain Experts
• Often Superficial Ontology Training, Needed ⇒ Domain Expertise

• Generic Ontology Design Patterns
• Encapsulate Semantic Complexity ⇒ by Ontology Experts
• Specialised Tool Box for Re-Use ⇒ by Domain Experts
• Dedicated Data Patterns ⇒ for End-Users

⇒ Increased Consistency and Data Integrity
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Motivation
• Episodes in Knowledge-Driven Service Robotics
• CRC Everyday Activity Science and Engineering
• Narratively Enabled Episodic Memories

- Comprehensive Records of Events, Used for Teaching Robots
- Performed by Robots or Demonstrated by Humans
- Semantically Annotated by Humans

• NEEM Creator
• Populate with Data Obeying Structural and Logical Constraints

• NEEM Consumer
• Query Database of NEEMs
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Objective: Consistent Modelling

• Episode as Foundational Pattern ⇒ by Ontology Experts

• Successful, Logically Consistent Episodes

• Special DUL Situation

• Sequence of Transitions between Scenes

• Data Patterns ⇒ by Ontology Experts

• Tool Box of Configuration Patterns ⇒ by Domain Experts

• Specialised to TableSetting

• Dedicated Data Patterns ⇒ for End-Users
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Objective: Safe Data Population
• End-User Perspective

• Structured Menu of Tasks
• Hierarchy of Vocabulary, Simple User Interface

• Substantial Scaling Embedded in GODPs
• Data Integrity Constraints via GODP Parameters
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1 pattern TASK_KIND_ItemS
[ Class: XItem SubClassOf: PhysicalObject; %% kind of item

3 {ObjectProperty: t} :: tS; %% ancestor task relations
{Class: A SubClassOf: XItem} :: As ] %% list of items

5 given Foundation =
let pattern TASK_SubKindS [ Class: B :: Bs ] =

7 TASK_KINDS[Task[t]; Pre[t]; Post[t]; t; [t[B]]] and TASK_SubKindS[Bs]
in TASK_SubKindS[A :: As] and TASK_KIND_ItemS[XItem; tS; A :: As]

9

ontology EASE_Data_Task_TeaForTwo_log = EASE_TableSetting_log
11 and TASK_KINDS[Task[TableSetting]; Pre[TableSetting]; Post[TableSetting];

transact[TableSetting]; [fetchFrom, transportTo, place] ]
13 and TASK_KINDS_Spatial[SpatialRelation3D; [transportTo]; [front, back] ]

and TASK_KINDS_Spatial[SpatialRelation3D; [place]; [on, topright]]
15 and TASK_KIND_ItemS[DesignedContainer; [fetchFrom]; [CrockeryCupboard]]

and TASK_KIND_ItemS[DesignedContainer;
17 [transportTo[front], transportTo[back]]; [Table]]

and TASK_KIND_ItemS[DesignedContainer; [place[on]]; [Table] ]
19 and TASK_KIND_ItemS[Crockery; [place[on]]; [Saucer]]

Figure 8. TASK_KIND_ItemS and Log of Tasks for TableSetting

These constraints are passed along in the parameters and give rise to corre-
sponding checks for “typing”. Consider e.g. the specialisation of DATA_Episode
to DATA_Episode_TableSetting: DATA_Episode is partially instantiated by these
constraints as arguments (while others such as a or env are still left as parameters),
such that future instantiations of DATA_Episode via DATA_Episode_TableSetting
will e.g. require agents a to be of Types XAgent, i.e. Agent[TableSetting] (cf. Fig. 7,
and SCENE in Fig. 4 above).

Other patterns are analogously specialised to this scenario, such as the set-
up of the initial scene in DATA_Initial_TableSetting (Fig. 7). Similarly, we may
configure other scenarios, e.g. for cooking in a Kitchen with Cookware etc.13

7. End-User Perspective: Dedicated Data Patterns

In the same way, we are now able to set up dedicated development tasks for the
end-user. In EASE_Data_Task_TeaForTwo_log a scenario for Table Setting is
initialised providing the necessary tasks (cf. Sect. 6); in Fig. 8, a hierarchy of
vocabulary is configured for increasingly specialised operations, such as

transportTo
transportTo[front] transportTo[back]

transportTo[front][Table] transportTo[back][Table]

13For other application scenarios, more objects in focus like Item will have to be introduced,
e.g. the cooking container or preparation device, or the cooking utensil as a tool.

recording abilities; sometimes control values for actuators are available, sometimes
not. Another complication is to formalize what is meant by an episode.

This results in a number of challenges for each of the stakeholders in the
ontology engineering process:

• ontology expert: formalize basic concepts needed to represent NEEMs
• robotics expert: define what kind of episodes may exist (e.g., what kinds of

activities might be recorded in episodes), and what are acceptable struc-
tures for each kind of episode (e.g. tasks in the activity and constraints)

• ontology user, NEEM creator: populate a NEEM with data obeying struc-
tural and logical constraints on the kind of NEEM being generated

• ontology user, NEEM consumer: query a database of NEEMs by various
criteria: kind of episode, agents/items involved, task success or failure, etc.

Throughout the rest of the paper, we will show how an ontology development
process powered by GODPs will assist each stakeholder in meeting their challenges.
We will present a motivating example for a coherent episode to give an overview of
our approach, showing how to model a particular episode: setting a table for tea.
The episode of setting a table for one person is abstracted to a pattern, re-used
in an episode of setting the table for tea for two, sitting on opposite sides.

A distinction must be drawn between the modelling assumptions we have
made in this paper and the GODP approach itself; GODPs can be applied to
represent other modelling assumptions, e.g. situation modelling such as provided
by Almeida [3]. In our case, we model episodes as sequences of transitions between
scenes, both of which are DUL Situations. Scenes however correspond to situations
that are considered unchanging in the absence of interventions from some agent;
such interventions are the transitions. This implies that general knowledge about
sequences must be formalized, as well as more domain-specific knowledge e.g.
limits to what transitions are possible between which scenes.

We would like to set up dedicated development tasks for end-users such as
fetchFrom[CrockeryCupboard][DessertPlate], transportTo[front][Table], place[on][Table]

in a language they understand with a structured vocabulary to choose from. In
the sequel we will describe the development stages to reach this goal. Due to lack
of space, we will only present the most prevalent GODPs used; see [1] for more
elaborate versions and a scaled-up example of more data input.

3. Generic Ontology Design Patterns in Generic DOL

The Distributed Ontology, Model and Specification Language, DOL, an OMG stan-
dard, allows the structured definition of ontologies with import, union, renaming,
module extraction, etc. Thus, DOL is not “yet another ontology language”, but a
meta-language to define and manipulate ontologies; it may be used for a variety of
ontology languages and logics in a heterogeneous manner (in particular OWL-DL).

Generic DOL [9,17,18] extends DOL by a parameterization mechanism for
ontologies; this allows the expression of powerful semantic pre-conditions.

A brief description of Generic DOL can be given as follows. For the purposes
of this paper, all ontologies will be OWL ontologies. A pattern has a name, a list



MODELLING WITH
GENERIC ONTOLOGY DESIGN PATTERNS
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Generic Ontology Design Patterns

• Generic DOL (Extension of OMG Standard)
• Distributed Ontology, Modeling and Specification Language 

• Heterogeneous Tool Set, Hets
• Heterogeneous Specification and Verification Tools, Beyond OWL

• ODPs with Explicit Parameterization
• Multiple Instantiations for Re-Use

• Beyond Macros
• Ontology Parameters to Express Powerful Semantic Constraints
• List Parameters, Recursion
• Parameterized Names
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pattern DATA_Episode_TeaForOne
2 [ Individual: e; Individual: a; Individual: env; Individual: s0;

Individual: spr Types: SpatialRelation3D ] %% spatial position
4 given EASE_Data_Task_TeaForTwo_log =
DATA_Episode_TableSetting [ e; a; env; s0;

6 [fetchFrom[CrockeryCupboard][DessertPlate], transportTo[spr][Table],
place[on][Table],

8 fetchFrom[CrockeryCupboard][Saucer], transportTo[spr][Table],
place[topright][DessertPlate],

10 fetchFrom[CrockeryCupboard][TeaCup], transportTo[spr][Table],
place[on][Saucer] ] ]

12

ontology Episode_TeaForTwo_log = EASE_Data_Task_TeaForTwo_log
14 and DATA_Initial_TableSetting[BKBsTea_s0; BKB; EASE_Lab ]

and DATA_Episode_TeaForOne[BKBsTeaForOne_front;
16 BKB; EASE_Lab; BKBsTea_s0; front ]

and DATA_Episode_TeaForOne[BKBsTeaForOne_back;
18 BKB; EASE_Lab; post[BKBsTeaForOne_front]; back ]

and CONC_Episodes[TableSetting; Episode[TableSetting];
20 BKBsTeaForOne_front; BKBsTeaForOne_back; BKBsTeaForTwo ]

Figure 9. DATA_Episode_TeaForOne and Instantiations in Episode_TeaForTwo_log

from which the user may choose appropriate ones when annotating an episode or
when defining a coherent episode template. Fig. 8 not only defines the task vo-
cabulary, but also configures and constrains e.g. the allowed spatial relations. The
larger example at [1] with Cutlery, a CutleryDrawer, etc., includes also the requisite
PastryFork and TeaSpoon; and tasks such as place[top][DessertPlate][PastryFork].

The pattern TASK_Kinds (see Fig. 1) declares corresponding information for
a given list of task relations, and links it to ancestors in the resp. hierarchies. Sim-
ilarly, TASK_KIND_ItemS (Fig. 8) creates sub-relations for a list of items, e.g.,
fetchFrom[CrockeryCupboard]. TASK_KIND_SpatialRelationS analogously creates
similar sub-relations for spatial relations, e.g. transportTo[front], place[topright].

Parameterised Episode Tea For One. The vocabulary of tasks is utilised in the
pattern DATA_Episode_TeaForOne (Fig. 9); e.g. transportTo[spr][Table] denotes a
task for transporting an item to the table in position spr; spr is the last parameter
of DATA_Episode_TeaForOne, denoting a spatial position.

Episode Tea For Two. DATA_Initial_TableSetting in Episode_TeaForTwo_log
(Fig. 9), sets up BKB as agent, BKBsTea_s0 as initial scene, and EASE_Lab as
environment. Two instantiations of DATA_Episode_TeaForOne result in episodes
BKBsTeaForOne_front and BKBsTeaForOne_back, as indicated by their first ar-
guments; their last arguments, front and back, denote the corresponding position
on the table; the initial scene BKBsTea_s0 and the post-scene of the first episode
are given as further arguments. Finally, the two episodes are concatenated with
the pattern CONC_Episodes to the complete episode BKBsTeaForTwo (see [1]).

Pattern DATA_Episode_TeaForOne

• Lists of Dedicated Tasks
• Parameter for Spatial Position, Typing Constraint
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Instantiations in Episode_TeaForTwo_log

• Instantiations of GODPs, Joined by and (Union)
• Arguments: Initial Scene, Agent, Environment, Position
• Concatenation of Episodes to Result
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pattern DATA_Episode_TeaForOne
2 [ Individual: e; Individual: a; Individual: env; Individual: s0;

Individual: spr Types: SpatialRelation3D ] %% spatial position
4 given EASE_Data_Task_TeaForTwo_log =
DATA_Episode_TableSetting [ e; a; env; s0;

6 [fetchFrom[CrockeryCupboard][DessertPlate], transportTo[spr][Table],
place[on][Table],

8 fetchFrom[CrockeryCupboard][Saucer], transportTo[spr][Table],
place[topright][DessertPlate],

10 fetchFrom[CrockeryCupboard][TeaCup], transportTo[spr][Table],
place[on][Saucer] ] ]

12

ontology Episode_TeaForTwo_log = EASE_Data_Task_TeaForTwo_log
14 and DATA_Initial_TableSetting[BKBsTea_s0; BKB; EASE_Lab ]

and DATA_Episode_TeaForOne[BKBsTeaForOne_front;
16 BKB; EASE_Lab; BKBsTea_s0; front ]

and DATA_Episode_TeaForOne[BKBsTeaForOne_back;
18 BKB; EASE_Lab; post[BKBsTeaForOne_front]; back ]

and CONC_Episodes[TableSetting; Episode[TableSetting];
20 BKBsTeaForOne_front; BKBsTeaForOne_back; BKBsTeaForTwo ]

Figure 9. DATA_Episode_TeaForOne and Instantiations in Episode_TeaForTwo_log

from which the user may choose appropriate ones when annotating an episode or
when defining a coherent episode template. Fig. 8 not only defines the task vo-
cabulary, but also configures and constrains e.g. the allowed spatial relations. The
larger example at [1] with Cutlery, a CutleryDrawer, etc., includes also the requisite
PastryFork and TeaSpoon; and tasks such as place[top][DessertPlate][PastryFork].

The pattern TASK_Kinds (see Fig. 1) declares corresponding information for
a given list of task relations, and links it to ancestors in the resp. hierarchies. Sim-
ilarly, TASK_KIND_ItemS (Fig. 8) creates sub-relations for a list of items, e.g.,
fetchFrom[CrockeryCupboard]. TASK_KIND_SpatialRelationS analogously creates
similar sub-relations for spatial relations, e.g. transportTo[front], place[topright].

Parameterised Episode Tea For One. The vocabulary of tasks is utilised in the
pattern DATA_Episode_TeaForOne (Fig. 9); e.g. transportTo[spr][Table] denotes a
task for transporting an item to the table in position spr; spr is the last parameter
of DATA_Episode_TeaForOne, denoting a spatial position.

Episode Tea For Two. DATA_Initial_TableSetting in Episode_TeaForTwo_log
(Fig. 9), sets up BKB as agent, BKBsTea_s0 as initial scene, and EASE_Lab as
environment. Two instantiations of DATA_Episode_TeaForOne result in episodes
BKBsTeaForOne_front and BKBsTeaForOne_back, as indicated by their first ar-
guments; their last arguments, front and back, denote the corresponding position
on the table; the initial scene BKBsTea_s0 and the post-scene of the first episode
are given as further arguments. Finally, the two episodes are concatenated with
the pattern CONC_Episodes to the complete episode BKBsTeaForTwo (see [1]).



Instantiations, Parameterised Names

• Semantics Encapsulated in Body
• Parameters, Instantiations with Different Arguments, Reuse
• Parameterised Names for Distinct Name Spaces
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pattern FUNCTION_INVERSE
2 [ObjectProperty: f; Class: D; Class: R; ObjectProperty: finv] =
ObjectProperty: f Domain: D Range: R %% Characteristics Functional

4 ObjectProperty: finv Domain: R Range: D InverseOf: f

Figure 2. FUNCTION_INVERSE (see text for Characteristics Functional)

since it is convenient in some parts of the modelling to treat tasks as concepts to
classify observed events, and in others as transformations between scenes.

A parameterised name such as Task[t] denotes a different name for each argu-
ment of t in an instantiation. At the end of the expansion process of instantiations
in Generic DOL, parameterised names will be converted to proper OWL names
by stratification3: if t is given the argument fetchFrom, then Task[t] expands to
Task[fetchFrom], and after stratification to Task_fetchFrom.

The definitions for t are iterated over a list of such task relations. The list is
given as a parameter in a constructive fashion t :: ts stating the head of the list,
t, the concatenation symbol, “::”, and the tail of the list, ts. The instantiation of
TASK_KINDS at the end of the body effects a recursion, with the same arguments
as the parameters, except for the tail of the list, ts, as the last argument.

Fig. 1 shows the expansion of an instantiation of TASK_KINDS, taken from
Fig. 8 below. The arguments are again parameterised names; the last argument
denotes a singleton list [fetchFrom].

The expressions in the body of the ontology TASK_KINDS are in OWL
Manchester Syntax. The phrase A then B in DOL indicates that all definitions in
A are visible in B, where A and B are flat (OWL) ontologies or instantiations of
GODPs. Similarly, A and B is the union of the two ontologies.

The parameter AncestorTask is constrained by an axiom: it must be a sub-
class of Task. Since the subclass property is interpreted in OWL to be subset, this
means in fact that AncestorTask must be “somewhere in the subclass chain” ending
in Task in the taxonomy. Task in turn is defined in the imported (given) ontology
Foundation4. This demonstrates additional structural consistency for ontology ex-
tension; it may be compared with strong typing in programming languages, and
we will refer to it as “typing” at the model level. Such semantic conditions are not
restricted to subclass axioms: arbitrarily complex OWL assertions may be used.

The pattern FUNCTION_INVERSE in Fig. 2 is intended for the extension of
an existing ontology by declaring a new object property, a function f, whose name
is provided as the first parameter, and its domain and range classes as second and
third parameter, resp. Moreover, the name of its inverse function finv is given as
the fourth parameter. The body defines f and finv with domains and ranges.

Confinement of Design Choices. The choice of the way in which to state that
f should be a function is strictly confined to the body of FUNCTION_INVERSE.
The Functional characteristics for f is only provided as a comment; this becomes
necessary since OWL-DL explicitly forbids this characteristics for a function that

3“[” and “,” become underscores “_”, “]” are deleted.
4Foundation includes (a selective view to) DUL, e.g. Task, and extensions, e.g. PreScene.

1 pattern SEQUENCE [Class: E] %% kind of sequence elements
= FUNCTION_INVERSE[hasLast[E]; Seq[E]; E; isLastOf[E] ]

3 and FUNCTION_INVERSE[hasFirst[E]; Seq[E]; E; isFirstOf[E] ]
and FUNCTION_INVERSE[isSeqElemOf[E]; E; Seq[E]; hasSeqElem[E]]

5 and FUNCTION_INVERSE[succ[E]; E; E; prec[E] ]

7 pattern ROLE [ Class: Rle; Class: Ancestor;
Class: Performer; ObjectProperty: performedBy; ObjectProperty: performs;

9 ?Class: Provider; ?ObjectProperty: providedBy; ?ObjectProperty: provides]
= FUNCTION_INVERSE[performedBy; Rle; Performer; performs]

11 and FUNCTION_INVERSE[providedBy; Rle; Provider; provides]
then Class: Rle SubClassOf: Ancestor,

13 performedBy some Performer, providedBy some Provider

Figure 3. SEQUENCE and ROLE

is a superproperty of a property chain. As soon as we needed such axioms, we
adjusted the pattern once, for all instantiations, to accommodate the restriction;
only this one pattern needs readjustment for a more powerful reasoner.5

The pattern SEQUENCE in Fig. 3 defines (linear) sequences Seq[E], a collec-
tion with functions succ[E] and its inverse prec[E] between elements. The parame-
ter E denotes the kind of sequence elements; sequences are distinguished using [E]
in parameterised names: Seq[E] (succ[E] etc.) are different in each instantiation.

The pattern FUNCTION_INVERSE is instantiated several times in the body
of SEQUENCE; this provides a clear definition with good structuring.

Roles. The foundational ODP for role in DUL has received considerable atten-
tion in the literature, see [16,18] for a comparison of different approaches. With
ROLE in Fig. 3, we use a GODP in a version that allows different choices of names
for the object properties performs and provides, and their inverses. We believe
that this is more suggestive in most applications than using inheritance of these
standard names, and alleviates the need for a careful scoping approach used in
conventional ODP approaches, overloading such names for many applications.6

ROLE allows the parameters Provider, as well as providedBy and provides, to
be optional, indicated by the question mark. Thus the pattern may also be used
just for creating different “manifestations” of a Performer.7 However, we realised
how important the notion of context using a Provider is (cf. transitions in Sect. 4).

5See also discussion in [18]. One could add a functionality axiom in a more powerful logic in
a heterogeneous context, at the price of losing decidability of OWL-DL reasoners enforcing the
restriction (https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-syntax/#Global_Restrictions_on_Axioms_in_OWL_2_D).

6We are using a differentiated approach to inheritance (cf. also [16]): R is tied to its Ancestor-

Role in the taxonomic hierarchy of Role in DUL, while object properties in ROLE or other
patterns are intentionally kept separate, i.e. not related to ancestor relations or overloaded.

7The notion of time is irrelevant here (TEMPORAL_Extent[Rle] is omitted); cf. a discussion
in [13,14,18]. DUL uses the notions isClassifiedBy for performs, and defines for provides.



Agent Roles in Pre- and PostScenes

Legend
Transition tr1

Scene s0, s1, s2

Task Relation t1, t2
Agent a
Agent Roles r0, r1
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s1

includesAgent[E]
r0

s0

r1

a
isAgentRoleof[E] isAgentRoleof[E]

t1

includesAgent[E]

s1s0 t1
s2t2

tr1hasPreScene[E] hasPostScene[E]

Episode, Transition, Scene
• Episode of Kind E, e.g. TableSetting
• Linear Sequence of Transitions, “Unrolling” of a Plan
• Transitions tr1, …
• Scenes s0, s1, s2 , …
• Task Relations t1, t2 , …
• PreScene s0, PostScene s1 of tr1
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DATA GODPS
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Data GODPs
• Safe Data Population
• Generation of Data + Axioms

• Data Integrity Constraints via GODP Parameters
• Typing Constraints
• Constraints for Facts

• Substantial Scaling Embedded in GODPs
• Factor: ca. 50 Generated Axioms per Task
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CONCLUSION
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Consistent Modelling in Ontology Engineering

• Body Abstracts from Semantic Complexity

• Localization, Confinement of Revisions

• Repository of GODPs Adapted to Development Task
• Users Have No Extraneous Impact

• See https://ontohub.org/repositories/neem-godps

• Parameters Comprise Powerful Constraints

• Users Focus on Appropriate Arguments

• Reuse in Multiple Instantiations

• OWL-DL Constraints on Arguments are Verified Automatically

• Explicit Design Decisions, Development Log
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Implementation in the Heterogeneous Tool Set

• Expansion of Instantiations
• Stratification of Parameterised Names to OWL

• Generation of Proof Obligations for the Generated Ontology 

• Proof of Consistency and Data Integrity Constraints

• Classification by Standard DL Reasoners
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Ongoing Work
• Failures in Episodes
• Repositories for Foundational GODPs, Application Domains
• DUL, EASE Robotics Ontology, Food and Cooking, ROS …

• Data Integrity Constraints
• “Static” Check at DOL Expansion Time

• Semantic Relations Between Patterns in DOL
• Refinement, Conservative Extension, …

• Change Management
• Logs of Instantiations as Development Objects
• Replay, Reordering, Abstraction, …
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